moments of Bax’s contemporaneous tone poem
for orchestra, In the Faery Hills.
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Vitality pervades the second movement, a
lively scherzo marked “Allegro vivace -- poco
più lento.” In the Classical-era manner, the
trio provides a moment of repose, but in this
case it closes with a reference to the “motto”
of the first movement.
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Bax headed the manuscript of the third
movement with a poem by W.B. Yeats: “A
pity beyond all telling is / Hid in the heart
Glen Head, Glencolumcille,
of love.” It seems the composer’s initial
County Donegal, Ireland
i n s p i r a t i o n l i n g e r e d t h r o u gh t o t h e
revisions. Marked “Moderato tempo: Smooth and Serene” and with a plaintive
melody, the movement traces the superficial outlines of sonata form. However,
much of the development is infused with first movement material and, as the
movement fades quietly, the “motto” theme returns, peacefully, in the first violin.
Bax later used the main theme of the third movement in the “strife” section of his
Symphonic Variations.

~ John Palmer, allmusic.com

What’s Next?
December: Nordlys, Music of Scandinavia ~ On Friday and Sunday, December 20 &
22, at 2 pm the Rawson Duo will present their 13th annual Nordlys (Northern Lights)
concert showcasing classical violin and piano works by Scandinavian composers.
And beyond that?

. . . as the fancy strikes

(check those emails and website)

Reservations: Seating is limited and arranged through advanced paid reservation, $25 (unless
otherwise noted). Contact Alan or Sandy Rawson, email rawsonduo@gmail.com or call 3793449. Notice of event details, dates and times when scheduled will be sent via email or ground
mail upon request. Be sure to be on the Rawsons’ mailing list. For more information, visit:
w w w.r aw s o nduo . com
H O U S E

N O T E S

Please, no food or drink near the piano and performing area. No photography
during performance, and be sure to turn off all electronics, cell phones, etc.
A note about chairs ~ following the music
If you wo uld like to move yo ur cha ir ou t o f the way for the
receptio n (o ption a l), plea se lean th em a gainst the wall on
the carpet remna n t next to the wood sto ve an d n ot on the
slippery floor. Any extras may be placed in the nearby closet
or remain setup for u se out in the ro om. Th an ks!
Cough drops are provided for your convenience.
Cover image: Oak Maple woods on high sandy bluff of Sangamon River,
Springfield, Illinois (Nov, 2012 ~ A.O. Doyle)

At the home of Alan and Sandy Rawson, 10318 Rhody Drive, Chimacum WA
Friday and Sunday, November 8 & 10, 2 pm

The

Rawson

Duo

Specializing in Romantic and early twentieth-century works, the Rawson Duo has
given numerous recitals on college campuses and community performing arts series
across the United States and Canada. The Rawsons now reside in Chimacum where they
perform throughout the year in the intimate setting of their home located on 7.5 acres,
bringing to life rarely heard works celebrated with warm hospitality.
Violinist Alan Rawson first pursued his music interests in his junior year in high
school as a self-taught folk guitarist, recorder player, and madrigal singer. Classical Violin
studies were begun at Cañada Junior College in Redwood City California, since their
program did not include Country and Western fiddling. He received his Bachelor of Music
and Master of Arts degrees from San Francisco State University and completed his
doctorate degree at the University of Colorado in Boulder in violin performance studying
with Oswald Lehnert while developing a passionate interest in Rocky Mountain cycling
and cross country skiing. He has served on the music faculties of Concordia College in
Moorhead, Minnesota and the University of Idaho in Moscow, and retired from
Minnesota State University Moorhead where he directed the University Orchestra and
taught upper strings. He was concertmaster of the Fargo-Moorhead Symphony for
twenty years and appeared as a featured orchestral soloist several times performing
works by Tchaikowsky, Mozart, Sibelius, and Bruch, among others.
Alan has a passionate interest in exploring the music of past great composers, now all
but lost to obscurity, and he is actively researching, locating and scanning public domain
scores, making these freely available to the internet community worldwide.
A native of Fargo, ND, Sandy Rawson completed her Bachelor of Music degree in
piano performance at the University of Minnesota and continued her studies at the Musik
Akademie in Vienna, Austria. During her long tenure in the Fargo Moorhead area, she was a
highly active accompanist and large ensemble pianist performing with all the major
organizations including opera, symphony, choral, ballet, universities and public schools. She
frequently appeared on faculty and guest artist recitals at the three local universities, NDSU,
MSUM, and Concordia College. An active church organist from the age of 14, she held the post
of organist at the First Congregational Church in Fargo for 25 years and more recently at
Sequim Community Church for 12 years until the termination of their traditional service.
Sandy’s love of music is equaled by her love for cooking. A professionally trained
chef, having lived several years in Europe and Japan, international cuisine has been a
lifelong passion.

Sonata in F minor (No. 2, 1913-14)
to Aldo Antonietti

in one movement with the following sections:
Allegro sostenuto / Come una improvisazion
Poco Allegro (piano solo fugato) / Allegro molto
Romance (Andantino, 1912)

Ralph Vaughan Williams
(1872-1958)
to D.M.L.

Irish Reel: Molly on the Shore (1907)

Percy Grainger (1882-1961)
Fritz Kreisler, arr.
“a birthday gift to mother,”
based on two Cork Reels: Temple Hill and Molly on the Shore

Sand y’s E ngl ish Tea & Fancies
Beef and Guinness Pies
Coronation Chicken Salad
Wa l n u t S a n d w i c h e s ( v e g a n )
Barmbrack (Irish fruitcakes with whiskey glaze)
Scottish Cheddar Shortbread
Anzac Biscuits (Australian cookies)
Lemon Cakes
M a r m a l a d e B a k e w e l l Ta r t

John Blackwood McEwen
(1868-1948)

~ interval ~
Sonata in E Major (1910 - 21)
to Paul Kochanski
Molto moderato
Allegro vivace
Tempo moderato

Arnold Bax
(1883-1953)

rev 1932) to the elaboration of the Debussian Celtic tone poem The Garden of Fand (1913, orch
1916) and the grimmer landscape of November Woods (1917) with its autobiographical overtones
of Bax’s indecision over his love affair with the pianist Harriet Cohen and his loyalty to his wife.
Other works from this period include Nympholept (1912, orch 1915) and Spring Fire (1913),
both deserving wide performance.
Bax did leave his wife - in March 1918 - and afterwards his name was associated with that of
Harriet Cohen who performed many of his works. For her was written the massive Symphonic
Variations (1916-18) for piano and orchestra which she first played at Queen’s Hall in 1920.
The Great War undoubtedly had an effect on Bax and his art - few could have lived through
it without it leaving its mark -but Bax did not serve in the armed forces, and the event that tore his
soul was undoubtedly the Easter Rising in Dublin in 1916. His personal acquaintance with many
of the protagonists of that “burningly idealist adventure”, his revulsion at the British reaction and
his divided loyalties as well as his horror at the Irish civil war, was undoubtedly expressed in
music written at the time, though by the time he came to write the powerful First Symphony
(1921-2) with its tragic and elegiac slow movement his emotional reaction to human conflict was
being expressed in archetypal rather than specifically personal terms.
Once launched as a symphonist Bax went on to write six more symphonies. The Second
Symphony (1924-6) continues the mood expressed in the first, though now its underlying emotional
thread was personal. “I was going through hell at the time” Bax remarked, and his tormented mood
had to do wth his deteriorating relationship with Harriet Cohen. Later, the Third Symphony (19289) arrived not only at an emotional stabilization but also signaled a conscious attempt to expand his
musical language, beginning to take note of the presence of Sibelius on the musical scene of the late
1920s. It was to Sibelius that he dedicated his next work, the Winter Legends for piano and orchestra
(1929-30), which together with the Fourth Symphony(1930-1) celebrated in worthwhile music.
At the end of his life Bax traveled widely around Ireland, visiting all the places which he had
known intimately in his youth, almost as if he was saying goodbye. He died at the home of
Professor Aloys Fleischmann, in Cork on 3 October 1953 just short of his seventieth birthday.
~ reprinted by kind permission of Warner/Chappell, www.boosey.com

Bax began the First Violin Sonata in the emotional aftermath of an unsuccessful flirtation
with a Russian woman, whom Bax referred to as Loubya Korolenko, but whose real name was
Natalia Skarginski. Bax apparently sublimated his passion into the sonata, although he never said
this directly. However, after a performance with a female violinist in the 1920s Bax remarked, “I
am not sure that middle-aged and unquestionably virtuous virgins ought to play my music.”
Bax’s original manuscript of the Violin Sonata No. 1 is dated August 2, 1910. Disappointed
with the second and third movement, only the first movement of this version was performed
during Bax’s lifetime, on June 18, 1914, in London’s Steinway Hall, and it was never published.
A revised version was completed by March 1915 with new second and third movements and was
first performed in Queen’s Hall, London, on November 22, 1920, by Paul Kochanski with Bax at
the piano and was published by Murdoch in 1921. Bax later made cuts in the outer movements
and altered the dynamic markings of the piece, which was published by Chappell in 1946.

a few

Bits of Interest

John Blackwood McEwen was born in 1868 in Hawick in the Border
Country, the son of a Presbyterian minister. Three years later his father
became minister of Sydney Place Church in Glasgow where McEwen spent
his formative years. It was a background that would instill an obsessive work
ethic and sense of social responsibility into his psyche — ‘thoroughness’
was one of the key words people associated with him. Fortunately it was the
powerful evocative topography of south west Scotland and the stirring
history of the old Celtic Galloway which proved the enduring inspiration for
so much of his music and forced it out of the well-trodden paths of academicism.
In 1888 McEwen graduated with an Arts degree from Glasgow University and worked for a
time as an organist and choirmaster, until 1891 when he left for London, where two years later, with
several compositions ‘up his sleeve’, including a symphony, he joined the Royal Academy of
Music to study. Although McEwen claimed it was such fellow-students as Charles Macpherson,
Herman Lahr and W. H. Bell (later his brother-in-law) who exerted the greatest influence on his
style, undoubtedly Frederick Corder’s passionate enthusiasm for Liszt and Wagner quickly infused
McEwen’s own aesthetic, as it did a later pupil, Arnold Bax. Performances of a String Quartet in F
major and a Scene from helles (Shelley) in 1896, followed by Overture to a Comedy, first brought
McEwen’s name before the public. McEwen was fortunate at this time to be appointed as a lecturer
in harmony at the Glasgow Athenaeum, but in 1898 he was enticed back to the Royal Academy as
Professor of Harmony and Composition, where he remained for almost forty years.
In the first years of the new century McEwen went on to produce his most important scores:
The Ode on the Nativity. a large-scale setting of the Milton for soli chorus and orchestra (19011905), the Three Border Ballads (1905-1908), a comic opera The Royal Rebel (1909). the Solway
Symphony (1911), as well as several instrumental works and songs, in particular his settings of
Verlaine. Although two of the Border Ballads were premiered successfully in Philharmonic Society
concerts, by 1913 McEwen had to face the fact that The Demon Lover, the A minor and Solway
symphonies and several other large-scale works remained in manuscript unperformed. As late as
1944 McEwen wrote a bitter testament on the manuscript of the 1898 A minor Symphony that must
strike home to many creative artists, especially composers: “After l had finished this symphony in
A minor I found that there was not the slightest chance of getting a performance of a work of this
nature by an unknown composer without social influence and money.”
The pressure of these artistic frustrations, academic overwork, and hints of an unhappy marriage
(it remained childless) resulted in persistent insomnia which caused a ‘breakdown in health’ in 1913,
Released from the Royal Academy he retired to a fishing village in the Bay of Biscay. (It was here that
McEwen completed his second violin sonata, noted on the score as Christmas, 1914).

After hearing a performance of the sonata in 1912, Bax remarked, “I was very pleased with my
sonata. It did not sound at all like anything else and I realized, for the first time, that my harmonic
scheme is unlike that of other composers....” Most likely the composer was referring to the chromatic
aspects of his harmonic palette resulting from the combination of different folk song modes -- the
raised fourth scale degree of the Lydian mode and the lowered seventh of the Mixolydian.

After his return to England, McEwen never attempted another large-scale work for
orchestra, and his creative reputation soon went into decline. Had he turned his back on the
academic life the outcome may have been different, but a viable alternative strong enough to
satisfy his rigorous Scots character never offered itself. Nonetheless McEwen remained at
heart a true radical and his egalitarian views found apt expression in a series of unbridled
political pamphlets such as Total Democracy and Abolish Money); “There will be no
unemployment, no hopeless poverty. no avoidable malnutrition, much less disease, no rent,
rates, and taxes. Social distinctions based on money will disappear. political life will become
cleaner and more honest, the stock exchange will vanish . . .”

In E major, the first movement, as published, is essentially that of 1910 and is marked “Moderato
tempo: Idyllic and Serene.” An intense, two-measure “motto” theme dominates the first movement
and also appears in the second and third, tethering the movements to one another. Some passages of
this sensuous movement, such as the ethereal pianissimo in the coda, resemble the more atmospheric

An ardent champion of new music and selfless in helping other composers, McEwen became
one of the founders and the first Honorary Secretary of the Society of British Composers (1905).
He published an influential series of musical text books, and on Mackenzie’s retirement in 1924
succeeded him as Principal of the Royal Academy, a position he held for the next twelve years.

continued on back

Honors followed: Honorary Membership of the University of Helsingfors, Presidency of the
ISM, a knighthood, and in 1933 he received an honorary L.L.D. from his Alma Mater, Glasgow,
at the same ceremony as Albert Einstein.
adapted program booklet notes by Bernard Benoliel from Chandos 9241 recording:
McEwen, Three Border Ballads performed by the London Symphony with Alisdair Mitchel.

From the beginning of his career, in the first years of the twentieth
century, Ralph Vaughan Williams (1872-1958) was seen as a
composer rooted in the past. His first significant large-scale work, the
Fantasia on a Theme of Thomas Tallis composed in 1910, is indebted
to the music of his sixteenth-century predecessor and to the great
English tradition. His entire upbringing was steeped in tradition—he
was related both to the pottery Wedgwoods and Charles Darwin. (“The
Bible says that God made the world in six days,” his mother told him.
“Great Uncle Charles thinks it took longer: but we need not worry
about it, for it is equally wonderful either way.”) He became a serious
student of English folk song and edited the English Hymnal.
Even the experience of studying with Ravel in 1908, which clearly enhanced his understanding
of color and sonority, only served to sharpen his own individual style and to ground him more
firmly in the sensibilities of his musical heritage. Years later, Ravel would call him “the only one
of my pupils who does not write my music.” In fact, Vaughan Williams was one of the first
composers of the new century who managed to forge a strong personal style almost exclusively
from the materials of the past. “My advice to young composers,” he wrote, “is learn your own
language first, find out your own traditions, discover what you want to do.”
~ from Chicago Symphony program notes by Phillip Huscher ~ CSO.org

His 1yrical Romance was first published in 1923 (present edition, 1994) but it is probable
that they were written before 1914. Several works in this style, such as The Lark Ascending
and Hugh the Drover, composed in the years just before the First World War, were held over
by Vaughan Williams until he was demobilised from the Army. Romance is dedicated to
“D.M.L.,” the initials of Dorothy Longman (neé Fletcher), wife of the publisher Robert
Longman and an accomplished yiolinist. She was introduced to her future husband in about
1912 by Vaughan Williams when she played in outdoor performances of plays based on folk
songs at the composer’s family home, Leith Hill Place.
~ from music edition

Percy Grainger (1882-1962) first appeared publicly as a pianist at age
10. He was educated at home in Melbourne by his mother. He studied piano
with Louis Pabst in that city and later went to Frankfurt, where he attended
the conservatory. He achieved a reputation as a brilliant concert pianist
beginning in London in 1901. In 1906 Grainger became a friend of Edvard
Grieg, under whose influence he began collecting and recording English folk
songs by means of wax-cylinder phonographs. He settled in the United
States in 1914, performing for a few years with a U.S. Army band.
Grainger was deeply affected by the suicide of his mother in 1922. He returned to Australia
alone in 1924 and toured there as a pianist in 1926 and again in 1934–35. In 1932–33 he was head
of the music department of New York University. In 1935 he founded the Grainger Museum at
Melbourne, a museum of Australian music where much of his own work and some of his artifacts
are preserved. He was heavily influenced by English folk music, which he arranged for keyboard
instruments, chamber ensembles, and both solo voice and chorus. He is probably best remembered
for Country Gardens and for the orchestral work Molly on the Shore. Other orchestral works are
Shepherd’s Hey and Mock Morris. In his chamber works, notably the two Hill Songs for 23 and
24 solo instruments, he experimented with novel rhythmic and structural forms.

a bit of an eccentric . . . Grainger was a vegetarian who was not particularly fond of vegetables,
and lived variously on nuts, boiled rice, wheatcakes, cakes, bread and jam, ice cream and oranges.
He took a rather odd interest in photography as a way of documenting, with forensic zeal and
objectivity, a spare-time, sado-masochist obsession (self-flagellation a specialty). Other departures
from the common norms of the time included never ironing his shirts and wearing the same clothes
for days. He once said “concert audiences can’t tell the difference.” While in America, he was
twice arrested for vagrancy due to his dress. In his later years, when he scavenged in rubbish bins
in the middle of the night for parts to make musical instruments, he dressed in his best clothes for
the task. Grainger was a stout believer in natural forces and felt that the summer months were
meant to be hot and the winter months were meant to be cold. Thus in winter he slept naked with
his bedroom windows open, while spending the stifling summer evenings adorned in heavy wool.
Arnold Edward Trevor Bax was born in Streatham, South London,
on 8 November 1883, though during the most impressionable years of his
youth the family lived at Ivy Bank, a mansion which stood in extensive
grounds at the top of Haverstock Hill in Hampstead. His parents were of
independent means, and Bax never had to earn a living - a fact that
strongly influenced his musical development. Arnold had two brothers
and a sister. One of the brothers died in childhood, but the other, Clifford
was a well known playwright and writer.
When he was nearly 17 years old he entered the Royal Academy of
Music in London, where he remained for five years. While there, he discovered
the poetry of W. B. Yeats, and as a result visited Ireland. “I spent most of my
time in the west, always seeking out the most remote places” Bax later remembered, adding “I do not
think I saw the men and women passing me on the roads as real figures of flesh and blood; I looked
through them back to their archetypes, and even Dublin itself seemed peopled by gods and heroic
shapes from the dim past”. His love of Ireland stayed with him for the rest of his life, and for many
years Irish programmes and images were reflected in his music, while he also wrote poetry, short
stories and plays using the pseudonym of “Dermot O’Byrne”.
When he was still at the Academy Bax’s student works included an orchestral tone poem
Cathaleen-ni-Hoolihan (1903-5), A Concert Piece for viola and piano (1904, written for Lionel
Tertis), and many songs of which A Celtic Song Cycle (1904), five songs to words by Fiona
Macleod were published. At this time Bax’s best work appeared in his songs, and one written in
1906, The White Peace (words also by Fiona Macleod), became one of his best-known works, and
was recorded by John McCormack.
Musically, Bax swayed between the influences of Irish folksong and those of Germany and, later,
of Russia. A number of orchestral works grew out of an abortive attempt to write an opera on the
Dierdre legend, and of these the atmospheric In the Faery Hills (1909) is the earliest of his orchestral
works to have been published, while Roscatha (1908-10), a vivid orchestral battle song is clothed in the
colour and harmony of Rimsky-Korsakov, though without Bax’s identity ever being in doubt.
In 1910 Bax visited Russia, going to Moscow, St Petersburg and the Ukraine, and afterwards
some works appeared which seem to show an influence of Russian music, an influence strongly
reinforced by the repertoire of the Russian Ballet between 1911 and 1914, and again after the First
War. Before, during, and just after the War Bax wrote a host of short piano pieces as well as two
piano sonatas (there were two more later) and two violin sonatas (a third appeared later); there
were also a large number of songs, and the shorter works in particular began to appear in print,
thus finally establishing his reputation with a large audience.
However, his reputation really rests on his orchestral works, and although he wrote many of
his best scores during the period 1912 to 1918, it was only after the War that they were heard and
the full range of his orchestral palette appreciated. They range in scale from the exuberance of The
Happy Forest (1914, orch 1921) and the delightfully evocative Summer Music (1917, orch 1921,

